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Introduction
Sequence based typing (SBT) has become a gold standard for high-resolution HLA genotyping in the
past. With increasing number of known HLA alleles, however, the number of ambiguous results has
continued to increase – a major challenge for the SBT method. Different SBT vendors attempted to solve
this challenge with different approaches, but all solutions were laborious, time consuming and expensive
techniques. Next generation sequencing (NGS) methods have introduced a new sequencing tool to HLA
laboratories for high resolution HLA typing .
Holotype HLA and its associated software, HLA Twin, gives tissue typers a new tool for HLA genotyping
on an allelic level with almost unambiguous results. Here we show, with several examples, the power of
NGS for HLA typing.

Triploidy Detection
The next two examples show the presence of third signal in their sequences. Quality control parameters
are showing higher background noise which indicates an issue with the presence of noise signal, that
might come from triploid sample (Fig. 3, 4) or contaminated sample (Fig. 5, 6).

Methods and Materials
Our collaborators shared with us their interesting DNA samples to showcase real challenging cases in
tissue typing. All samples were collected from accredited laboratories and were processed according to
good laboratory practice. All DNA samples were typed by Holotype HLA kit on Illumina MiSeq and then
analyzed with Omixon’s HLA Twin software (1.1.3 or 1.1.4) with reference IMGT database version 3.24.
Each typing was re-confirmed using the latest version of Omixon’s software, HLA Twin 2.0.

Novel Allele Detection
Novel alleles are easily identified by #1 symbol in the name of allele (Fig 1: A*63:01#1 or Fig 2:
B*51:01:01#1). The closest allele is automatically chosen to name the novel allele. In the principal allele
calling without novel allele detection is triggered. If there is no allele pair detected then the second round of
allele calling with allowed mismatches is performed. Those alleles with the lowest number of mismatches
(especially in key exons), low amount of non-exon mismatches and are well defined are used to name the
novel allele.
The Genome Browser displays the location of the new mutation and translates the nucleotide sequence
to amino acid sequence to assist the researcher in determining the impact of the mutation.
The next two samples represent a new mutation in 1) the exonic region (Fig. 1), which generated a new
stop codon, or in 2) the intronic region (Fig. 2), which generated a new splice site.

FIGURE 3 - Although we got unambiguous results without any mismatch, red light indicates an issue with key exon spot noise ratio. If we have a look into
Genome Browser and turn on the noise track (Display noise button), we can see extra reads covering exon 3 and 5 with neighboring regions.

B*35:01:01:01

B*35:03:01

FIGURE 4 - The sequence of the reads can be exported from Twin and using BLAST we found that these sequences are actually sequences from a B*35:03:01
allele. This example demonstrates a triploidy (three distinct alleles) including two very similar alleles, B*35:03:01 and B*35:01:01.

Contamination Detection

FIGURE 1 - Example of novel stop codon in sample 1. Reference IMGT sequence contains a G nucleotide at position 1125 (IMGT 825), while according to Base
statistics there are 82 different reads confirming presence of only T nucleotide in the sequence. With a new function Amino acid track (opened with Display
Amino Acid button) we could automatically identified that this mutation created a new “stop codon”.

FIGURE 5 - Another example of increased background noise is a contamination of the sample. We got a strange novel allele in the result of A locus with a lot of
QC metrics warnings. Such samples should be always inspected very carefully. If we have a look again into Genome Browser and turn on the noise track, we can
see extra reads spread all over the consensus sequence. This is a sign of third signal in the background.

FIGURE 2 - With switching detection of novelties in non-exon regions on before starting the analysis of sample 2 we could identify a new mutation in intron 4.
Substitution G to A has corrupted the splice site of this intron. Normally there are GT nucleotides at the beginning and AG nucleotides at the end of introns. This
allele is suggested to be a novel null allele as this mutation leads to an unsplicable intron thus corrupting the protein folding. Serological typing would be needed
to confirm this hypothesis.

FIGURE 6 - When we added A*02:01:01:01 allele next to assigned alleles, we can see a nice coverage of this “contaminating” allele. We know that sample
with A*02:01:01:01 allele was actually present on the plate next to this sample. This is an example of pipetting error during the library preparation leading to a
sample contamination.

Results & Discussion

Conclusion

• We have shown here several examples of challenge samples or results that require deep interpretation
to understand and resolve. Thanks to the advanced QC metrics in HLA Twin, technicians are
empowered with tools to determine the nature of the issue and take next steps confidently.
• Unambiguous results with zero mismatches don’t mean necessarily definite results if there is any sign
of QC warnings/failures. It is important to inspect the nature of that. With new functions like Amino
Acid track or Noise track the process of allele assignment is much easier now.

NGS techniques continue to evolve rapidly and the trends are clear that they will soon become a
routine method in almost every tissue typing laboratory. Holotype HLA and HLA Twin facilitate this
transition to a new era of high-resolution, ambiguity-free, accurate HLA genotyping.
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